Abstract: Image segmentation and edge detection are the most important presteps in machine vision, and their successfulness can affect the success of the next steps. In this paper, the performance of the Trahanias edge detector in different color spaces, such as RGB, YCbCr, HSI, and CIE Lu'v', is compared in order to find the best color space for image segmentation and edge detection. We then offer an efficient edge-preserving algorithm for color contrast enhancement in the CIE Lu'v' space. The proposed algorithm can increase the color contrast, which causes a remarkable improvement in image segmentation and edge detection in the CIE Lu'v' color space. Moreover, it can efficiently reduce the number of spurious edges that may be produced during the color contrast enhancement process. The results obtained by applying the proposed algorithm, as compared with those by applying another recently introduced algorithm, demonstrate the better performance of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In an image segmentation process, an image is usually divided into smaller regions, where the pixels of each region are similar in color, intensity, and so on. The points between 2 regions are called the edge. Thus, the edge detection process can be used as a beneficial prestep in image segmentation. Different image segmentation algorithms based on thresholding [1] , splitting and merging [2] , and data clustering techniques [3] have been proposed and various edge detection algorithms such as the Canny, Sobel, and Trahanias [4] have been used, but a common and perfect method does not yet exist and the methods are very sensitive to the types of images.
In addition to the choice of efficient algorithms for image segmentation and edge detection, the type of useful color space in which the algorithms are applied is also important. The most important color spaces normally used for image segmentation and edge detection are RGB, HSI, YCbCr, and CIE Lu'v' [5] . Among the mentioned color spaces, the CIE Lu'v' color space is mostly used in order to increase the image contrast to attain better image segmentation and edge detection. Although the aim of increasing the image contrast is to have better image segmentation, creating spurious edges and missing true edges may occur in this process.
Various methods have been proposed for image contrast enhancement based on using filters, image histograms, chromatic features [6, 7] , etc. Although these methods improve the image contrast, they are unable to preserve all of the true edges.
Although their method has opened a new direction in CIE Lu'v' color space-based saturation, it contains some deficiencies that can be improved.
In this paper, we first compare the results of applying the Trahanias edge detector on test images represented in various color spaces in order to find the best color space for the segmentation and edge detection processes. The reason for using the Trahanias edge detector is that it is significantly more efficient than other edge detectors because of the advantages of using vector order statistics in the edge-detection process [4] . In the next step, to improve the image segmentation results, we increase the contrast of the test images by saturating them in the CIE Lu'v' color space. To do that, we propose an efficient edge-preserving algorithm and compare our algorithm with Chung et al.'s algorithm [8] to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the CIE Lu'v' color space and Trahanias edge detector are introduced. Section 3 consists of 2 edge-preserving algorithms, Chung et al.'s [8] and our proposed algorithm. The experimental results are presented in Section 4 and, finally, some conclusions are addressed in Section 5.
Preliminaries
In this section, 2 concepts are introduced that will be used in the next sections. These are the CIE Lu'v' color space and Trahanias edge detector.
The CIE Lu'v' color space
Since color spaces like RGB, HSI, and YCbCr are well known, in this section only the CIE Lu'v' color space is discussed in detail. This color space can be obtained from the RGB color space using Eqs. 
where R , G , and B are the red, green, and blue components of the RGB color space and X , Y , and Z are the components of the CIE XYZ color space, respectively.
L contains the brightness information. The u ′ v ′ diagram, which includes the chromatic information, is illustrated as a closed curve in Figure 1 , where 
Trahanias edge detector
One of the effective edge detectors is the Trahanias detector and we used it in our work for comparing the results. However, other edge detectors can also be used for this purpose, such as those proposed in [9, 10] .
To apply the Trahanias edge detector, the following steps should be applied on all of the pixels of an image [4, 11] :
Step 1. A 3 × 3 window is selected to scan all of the image pixels. The selected window contains 9 pixels, where each of the pixels is represented by p.
Step 2. For each pixel within the window denoted by p k , k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 9, we sum up the norm of difference of each pixel with itself and with the other 8 pixels, which is defined as d k and computed by the following equation:
where ∥.∥ represents a vector norm and p m is another pixel within the window.
Step 3. The obtained values of
. . ,d 9 from Eq. (3) are arranged in ascending order. It is supposed that the sorted distances are d (1) ,d (2) , . . . .,d (7) , where d (1) corresponds to p (1) with a minimum distance and d (7) corresponds to p (7) with a maximum distance.
Step 4. The minimum vector dispersion (MVD) is computed by applying the following equation:
where the values of k and n are selected empirically as 3 or 4, which was suggested in [4] . Note that P (j) orP (i) in this equation represents the pixels whose values are sorted from lowest (j = 1) to highest ( j = 9). If the MVD value is more than a specified threshold, then the central pixel of the window is an edge pixel; otherwise, it is not an edge pixel. The MVD can improve the efficiency of this edge detector, even in noisy images [4] , and that is a reason why it is used in our work.
Edge-preserving algorithms
Edge-preserving algorithms can be useful to enhance the results of image segmentation and edge detection algorithms. They would be more efficient if they were applied using a proper color space. Consequently, as a first step, we should determine the more proper color space for edge detection and edge preserving.
Images are usually represented in the RGB color space, so it is necessary to transfer the RGB images to a different color space. Transferring to the CIE Lu'v' color space is done using the method explained in Section 2.1 and transferring to HSI and YCbCr is done using the methods introduced in [12, 13] .
In the next step, the Trahanias edge detector is used to detect the edges of an image in different color spaces.
The CIE Lu'v' color space can be chosen as an efficient color space in order to saturate the image. In this space, image saturation causes the enhancement of the image segmentation; however, the true edges may be missing and spurious edges may be created in the edge detecting process. A new method that can preserve better edges is Chung et al.'s algorithm. Although this method preserves most of the true edges, it contains 2 deficiencies. First, we explain Chung et al.'s algorithm, and then we discuss its deficiencies.
Method of Chung et al.
This method contains 3 parts: image saturation, image desaturation, and a new edge-preserving algorithm proposed by Chung et al. [8] .
Image saturation
For increasing the image contrast in the CIE Lu'v' color space, the image saturation can be used as shown in [14, 15] . This intersection point is called 
Image desaturation
Maximizing the amount of saturation for the image pixels causes 2 problems: 1) missing the detection of true edges and creating a number of spurious edges, and 2) increasing the intensity of colors, which means that the image may become visually abnormal. Therefore, a desaturation process is needed. As can be seen in Figure 2b , other papers, such as [8] , have determined the components of a desaturated pixel
using the central gravity law of color mixture, as defined by:
In this equation, L W is computed separately by L W = kL, whereL is the mean of the color image luminance and k is a factor to control the image luminance and saturation.
Chung et al.'s algorithm [8]
In [8] , Chung et al. used the following steps to perform the procedure of edge preserving in the saturated color space.
Step 1. First, the edges of the image in the CIE Lu'v' color space are detected by the Trahanias edge detector. There are 2 cases for each pixel like C : either pixel C is an edge pixel, which is denoted by E(C) = 1, or pixel C is not an edge pixel, which is denoted by E(C) = 0.
Step 2. Using the saturating process, each pixel in the CIE Lu'v' color space is saturated and denoted by C s , and then each saturated pixel is desaturated by Eq. (5) and is denoted by C ds .
Step 3. A 3 × 3 window (see Figure 3 ) is selected for scanning all of the desaturated image rows horizontally from the previous step. In this window, the symbol p means that the edge preservation procedure is done on these pixels, the symbol c shows that the edge preservation procedure is applied on the central pixel of the window, and the symbol u denotes that the procedure will be done on these pixels. In each step of moving the window, the case of the central pixel should be determined by the edge detector. Four cases can occur due to moving each pixel in the original image in the CIE Lu'v' space, like pixel C toward another pixel like C ds in the desaturated image obtained from step 2: 1) E(C)= 1 and after transferring pixel C to pixel C ds , E(C ds ) = 1. In other words, if pixel C is an edge in the original image and by transferring it to pixel C es it is still an edge, no error will occur. 2) E(C) = 0 and after transferring, we can write E(C ds )= 0. Consequently, no error occurs in cases 1 and 2. In cases 3 and 4, the value of E(C)is not equal to E(C ds ). Cases 3 and 4 are noted as error cases.
Color point C es is defined as a point between points C and C s to have a saturated pixel but without error. Indeed, if transferring pixel C to pixel C ds leads to an error, pixel C ds must be moved to another optimum saturated pixel like pixel C es , which removes the error. Finding pixel C es means we have a saturated pixel with no error.
Step 4. According to the previous step, in cases 1 or 2, we can assume that C es = C ds ; otherwise, for finding color point C es , the binary alternative search algorithm in the next step should be used.
Step 5. If E(C) = 1 and pixel C is transferred to pixel C ds , where E(C ds ) = 0, it causes the error.
According to Figure 4 , it is noted that distance d is empirically equal to
. For removing the error, first, pixel C ds should be transferred to pixel C t (1) , where E(C t(1) ) = 1 and C ds C t(1) = d. In this case, the error is removed. In the next phase, in order to reach the nearby point C ds , pixel C t (1) should be transferred to pixel C t (2) , where
is transferred to pixel C t (3) and C es = C t (3) ; otherwise, it is transferred to pixel C t ′ (2) and C es = C t ′ (2) . In this step, the aim is to find pixel C es , which should be as close as possible to C ds . The same procedure is applied on the pixel on the right side of color point C ds and on the closest pixel to pixel C ds to find C es . If the above procedure cannot find the edge pixel for the central pixel of the window, then C es = C ds is chosen. However, this procedure can be also done for the nonedge pixels that become edge pixels by the saturation step.
Proposed edge-preserving algorithm
This section presents our proposed algorithm, but before that, the deficiencies in the previous method of edge preserving are discussed briefly.
First, according to Section 3.1.3 and Figure 4 , in the case of the error, distances L 1 and L 2 are not considered in the binary alternative search. If color points C t ( 3) , C t (2) , and C t ′ (2) cannot remove the error, pixel C es may be found within these 2 distances (i.e.L 1 and L 2 ), which are not considered by the algorithm. As a result, we must choose C es = C ds , which means that the error still exists. In fact, it is possible that the point being searched for removing the error is between color points C and C ds or between color points C ds and C s . Second, Eq. (5), which is used for desaturating, does not depend on color point
. This causes some pixels to be transferred from a color point like C s to a color point like C s , between W and C . As shown in Figure 5 , in this way, it is not possible to search on the left side. In our proposed algorithm, for desaturating the image, according to Figure 6 , the origin of the coordinate system is transferred to point W , and then color point (8):
where d The advantage of the above method for desaturating the image is that we are absolutely sure that all of the image pixels move toward color point C s at a rate of d 1 . Using this method, the desaturated pixels like C ds are not placed between W and C , so the second problem described above is solved. According to Figure  7 , the first problem is also solved because, in our proposed algorithm, pixel C es is searched for between color points C and C ds and also between color points C ds and C s . The proposed algorithm can be described in the following steps:
Step 1 . After transferring the original image to the CIE Lu'v' color space, edge detection is done on the image.
Step 2. The image is saturated as in Section 3.1.1 and is desaturated by Eqs. (6) through (6).
Step 3. This step is done like the third step in Section 3.1.3.
Step 4. Let us define the central pixel of the window as C . If E(C) = 1, it is transferred to C ds , where E(C ds ) = 1. In another case, if E(C) = 0, pixel C is transferred to C ds , where E(C ds ) = 0 . For both cases, no error is produced and C es = C ds . However, if we have an error, we should go to the next step for finding color point C es .
Step 5. As shown in Figure 7 , color point C ds should be moved from both sides to find color point C es .
If |CC ds | = D 1 and |C s C ds | = D 2 , distances D 1 and D 2 are divided into 10 equal intervals experimentally, and then point C ds is moved toward the right side until finding a point like C es(R) between C s and C ds , which removes the error, or reaching point C s . The same procedure is done on the left side to find a point like C es (L) between C ds and C , which removes the error, or to reach point C .
Four cases can occur in our searching algorithm: 1) If we reach color point C by searching the left side and C s by searching the right side, then C es = C ds , because we could not find a pixel to remove the error; 2) if we reach color points C and C s(R) , then C es = C es(R) , because C es(R) could remove the error; 3) if we reach points C s and C es(L) , then C es = C es(L) ; otherwise, 4) point C es is chosen between C es(L) and C es(R) , which is the nearest point to color point C ds and is selected as pixel C es .
Step 6. All of the previous steps are repeated, but in step 3, the window as shown in Figure 8 is used and this window is moved on the image vertically. It causes a remarkable improvement in the edge preserving of our algorithm. The flow chart in Figure 9 illustrates the various steps of the edge-preserving algorithm. In this flow chart, it is supposed that a pixel is an edge in the original image in the CIE Lu'v' color space (E(C) = 1) and then becomes a nonedge pixel by the saturation step (E(C ds ) = 0). The edge-preserving algorithm is applied to find pixel C es .
Experimental results
We performed 2 experiments. In the first part, the best color space, which is useful for the edge-detection process, is determined, and in the second part, the results of edge-preserving algorithms (that of Chung et al. [8] and the proposed algorithm) in saturated CIE Lu'v' color space are compared. For comparing the results in both parts, 6 test images are used, which are shown in Figure 10 . Test image Lena is shown in Figure 10a . In Figures 10b-10d test In the first part, the test images are transferred into 4 color spaces, according to Sections 2.1 and 3, and then the Trahanias edge detector is used to detect the edges. In Figure 11 , the edges of test image Lena in 4 color spaces are shown. Figures 11a and 11b show the edges in the RGB and HSI spaces, respectively. The The pixel C ds The pixel C ds Figure 9 . The edge-preserving algorithm when a pixel is an edge and will become a nonedge pixel with the saturation step; the dashed lines show our modifications with respect to the previous method.
The results show that the best edge detection process is done in the CIE Lu'v' color space, followed by the YCbCr color space. The worst results belong to the RGB color space. The edges in the HSI color space are detected accurately in some parts of the image, but in another parts, it produces very bad results, so the edge detection in the HSI color space is not reliable. Other test images also confirm this conclusion. Figures  12a-12d show the edges in the RGB, HSI, YCbCr, and CIE Lu'v' color spaces, respectively. The edges of test image Baboon in these 4 color spaces are illustrated in Figures 13a-13d and the results of applying the edge detector to test image House can be seen in Figures 14a-14d. In addition, Figures 15a-15d show a comparison between the edges of test image Jelly Beans in the RGB, HSI, YCbCr, and CIE Lu'v' color spaces, respectively. Finally, another test image, named Tree (see Figures 16a-16d) , also confirms the conclusion mentioned. In the second part, the results of our proposed algorithm are compared with those of Chung et al.'s algorithm. The values of k in Eq. (5) and n in Eq. (8) are selected empirically so that the saturation means for each pixel of the image, which is done by 2 desaturated algorithms, become equal. We do this to fairly compare the 2 algorithms. The saturation mean of each image pixel is defined as m s and after applying the edge-preserving algorithm it is named m ef f , which is computed by Eqs. (9) and (10):
where p is the total number of pixels, C J C ds J is the distance between C and C ds , and C J C es J is the distance between C and C es for pixel j.
For assessing the results, we computed the difference ( E s ) between the number of saturated image edges and the edges of the original image in the CIE Lu'v' color space, the difference (E ds ) between the number of desaturated image edges and edges of the original image in the CIE Lu'v' color space, and the difference (E ef f ) between the number of image edges preserved in the algorithm and the edges of the original image. E s , E ds , and E ef f represent binary error images. Figure 17a shows test image Lena and Figure 17b shows this image in the CIE Lu'v' color space. The results of applying the Trahanias edge detector on Figure 17b are shown in Figure 17c . Next, the image is saturated and the Trahanias edge detector is applied on it. Figure 17d shows E s when the missing edges and spurious edges (or errors) are produced by the saturating process. The saturated image is then desaturated using the Eq. (6) with k = 0.3 and m s = 0.0576. The computed E ds is illustrated as an error image in Figure 17e . By applying the previous edge-preserving algorithm, the value of m ef f becomes 0.0541. The error image E ef f is also obtained and is shown in Figure 17f . By selecting n = 0.4 and using Eqs. (6) through (8) , the saturated image is desaturated and m s = 0.0576 is obtained. For this case, E ds is shown in Figure 17g . We then apply the proposed edge-preserving algorithm on test image Lena with m ef f = 0.0568. The error image E ef f for the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 17h .
The comparison of Figures 17f and 17h shows that the proposed algorithm preserves the edges much better than the previous algorithm; however, in both methods, the amount of saturation for each pixel is the same ( m s = 0.0576) before the edge-preserving process.
We also compare the algorithms using 3 other test images with few details, i.e. Jelly Beans, Peppers, and House (see Figure 18 ). We first saturate these images and then determine the differences between the edges of the original images and those of the saturated images, without using any edge-preserving algorithms (E s ) . The obtained results are shown in Figures 18a-18c .
Next, we desaturate the mentioned test images using Chung et al.'s algorithm and our proposed method, and then apply both algorithms to preserve the edges. The error images (E ef f ) using Chung et al.'s algorithm are illustrated in Figures 18d-18f. Figures 18g-18i also show the error images (E ef f ) when our proposed algorithm is applied. As can be clearly seen, the performance of our algorithm in preserving the true edges and in avoiding the superficial edges is superior to the other algorithms.
In addition, 2 other images with more details, i.e. Tree and Baboon (see Figure 19) , are used to make more comparisons. Figures 19a and 19b show the image of E s without applying any edge-preserving algorithm. To quantitatively evaluate the results, we use the rate of improvement in edge preservation, R , which can be computed by Eq. (11) .
In the Table, the performance of the algorithms on the mention images is assessed statistically. As can be seen, the proposed algorithm produces a significantly better rate of improvement in the edge preserving of the 6 test images. Some conclusions can be extracted from the obtained results: 1) When we increase n from 0.2 to 0.8 in our algorithm, it leads to an augmentation in the amount of image saturation (m s ) , while k in Chung et al.'s algorithm follows a diverse pattern. 2) We can see that for the saturated images, we can obtain the same edge improvement rate by choosing appropriate values for k and n . Hence, an image can be desaturated by 2 methods by the same rate. However, after applying the edge-preserving algorithms, m ef f in our algorithm is higher than m ef f in the previous algorithm.
3) The value of E ds shows that the transferring origin coordinate system is better than applying the central gravity law of color mixture for desaturating an image. 4) Although our algorithm saturates more images, the value of E ef f shows that the edge preservation in our algorithm is still better than that in the previous algorithm. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced 4 color spaces and then showed that the best color space for the edge detection process is the CIE Lu'v' color space. In addition, this color space has a property that helps to better saturate the image for producing better segmentation and edge detection in practical cases, because pixels that are in the same region become more similar chromatically. On the other hand, image saturation causes the creation of spurious edges and the loss of true edges, so the edge-preserving algorithm is needed. To do that, first, the image is saturated in the CIE Lu'v' color space and then desaturated by transferring the origin of the coordinate system, so that fewer true edges are missing and fewer spurious edges are added in the results. Hence, we can saturate a color image more and better edge preserving can be achieved. The experimental results on well-known test images demonstrate the superiority of our proposed algorithm compared with the previous one.
